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Literature is of an everlasting sources to be analyzed because it often presents abundance of life 

values which can be quoted as lesson in our life reflection. Simply stated, valuable experiences 

are not merely taken from what we have undergone in this life only but also can be based on 

others or through literary work. Those are points why the writer is strongly interested in 

observing literature, especially novel’ 

The reason why the writer takes novel as the objective of research is that the novel illustrates the 

problems or other conflicts, which may be confronted by the people surviving in this world. 

Beside, although it has many elements of story, they are simply presented in short sequence. 

The writer focuses in study on Celia’s psychological conflict in “Contract Bridegroom”. There 

are three statements of problems, those are: 1) What are Celia’s psychological conflicts?, 2)What 

are the causes of Celia’s psychological conflict?, 3) What are the effect of Celia’s psychological 

conflict?. 

In this study the writer used descriptive research. The approach in this study is objective 

approach. In this study uses collecting and reviewing research literature to provide research the 

data. Gathering and analyzing the data are necessary for answering the questions. 

The result of this study show that the psychological conflict in the “Contract Bridegroom” novel 

is covert conflict. There are 6 psychological confect in the novels. The 3 of the conflicts are 

avoidance-avoidance conflict. And the last of the conflicts included in approach avoidance 

conflicts. The cause of the psychological conflict in this novel is because of the last request from 

her father’s. And the effect of psychological conflicts is celia gets confuse, worried and fake 

marriage.  

 


